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Digital Museum of Women (DGMOW) is a new leading experience, an online and factual information 

system to research, advocate, document, exhibit women's history and current issues along with provide 

women with tools and knowledge to be empowered. The museum is using internet and digital 

technology like, photography, digital video and audio system, graphics to document women's participation 

in the Egyptian daily life (Art, Political participation, culture, economy, Social involvement) and use this data 

to highlight, disseminate information and build networks to improve women's statues in Egypt and Arab 

speaking countries. 

 

 

 

Check the new website of the Digital Museum of Women (DGMOW) 

DGMOW Section 

1. Women and Politics: Monitors women's role in shaping the political situation of the region through 
history. Also it includes "Tha'era" exhibition that documents women's role in the revolution 25th. Of 
January. 

2. Women and Economy: monitors the role of women in economy. 

3. Women and Cultures: presents women in different aspects of art and culture. 

4. Women and Social life: portrays women in social context. 
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Meet our staff 

Yasmine Ibrahim: Founder and GM of DGMOW 

Areeg Iraq: DGMOW Editor- in chief  

Rana Ammar: Multimedia Specialist 

Sama Hossam El- Din: Financial and Administrative Manager 

 

 

Tha'era Exhibition 

 
As an attempt to document and preserve the history of women's struggle and highlight 

their major role in shaping the 25th. January revolution.  Also explained the reasons to 

establish the museum like, lack of materials that documented women's role in the 

society, and its availability only in books and researches form with a theoretical 

language, and address and correct the retroactive and discriminatory speeches and 

approaches against women by evidences using the internet as the most spread and non-

costly means of media and mass communication currently. 

"Tha'era" celebrates women's role in the revolution by collecting and documenting 

photos, videos, cartoons, paintings, from their owners, that document women's role in 

the revolution and prove their participation. The collection was named "Tha'era", means revolutionary woman in 

Arabic. Participants are more than 30 photographers, videographers, painters, correspondences.  

The idea of the project was elected as the best of the "Women's Issues" thematic area between 62 projects presenting 18 

states in "Community Solution Program" fellowship in the United States of America 2012.  

"Tha'era" themes: 

1. Strugglers  

Are the women of Egypt that risking their lives during and post the revolution to change their 
reality without hesitation or fear.    

2. Profile 

A detailed portrait on one of the strugglers either or this struggle was political, social, or artistic 

3. Initiatives and events 

"Tha'era" introduces initiatives and events participated or organized by women after the 25th.of 
January 2011.  

4-"Tha'era" friends 

"Tha'era" celebrates and thanks all colleagues, artists, journalists, phers and artists who participated 
with their work which enriched the exhibition. 

5-Misc 

 

 

 

 

Contact us 

+201154775121 

+201003841513 

digimow@gmail.com 

http://digimow.wix.com/digimow- 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/The-

Digital-Museum-of-Women/632787540107697 
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